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Cobot Pick & Place
Collaborative
(Cobot)

Robot

With built in safety functions,
the cobot can be deployed
besides
operators
without
fencing. It weights 40% lighter
than the industrial robot.
Depending on model, the
cobot payload ranges from 3 to
16 kg.

End Effector

Customized vacuum pick-up
head combined with 3rd party
gripper for component pick up
and assemble.

Camera on Arm

Mounted on the cobot arm, this
smart and compact camera aids
in component placement and
calibration
of
the
cobot
module, with accuracy of +/- 10
micron.

Height Measurement

Using a laser sensor mounted
on the arm, the cobot is able to
determine the height of the
workplane.

Cobot Module

For ease of relocating, the
cobot is build on a small
footprint module, measuring
60x80x90 (cm) only. This
module can be docked onto
existing production line.

Advanced Robotic Workcell

Cobot Pick & Place

Overhead Camera

Mounted above the two flexible
feeders, this camera has dual
functions. First, it is used for
locating the components for
the cobot to pickup. Secondly,
it is used for calibration when
the feeder module is docked
onto the production line.

Flexible Feeder

Able
to
handle
multiple
components types in two 3D
vibrating bowls, this system
makes
supplying
bulk
components
possible
for
robotic automation.

Production Workstation

Fiducial marks are place on this
fixed station, the camera on
arm calibrates and performs
pre-programmed tasks.

Feeder Module

A docking module that houses
a flexible feeder system and
overhead camera system.

Collaborative Robotic Automation

Discovering Benefits
Uncaged

In order to maximize production floor space, the automation
solution have to be compact. This can be achieved using a
collaborative robot because it does not require bulky
enclosure as the safety sensors are built into the cobot arm.
Not only that, there is a limit to its speed of motion so that it
can be deployed with minimal risk besides the workers.

Light Weight

Weighting 40% lighter than the industrial robot, the cobot
has no problem being mounted on a modular station with
caster wheels and moved around by a couple of technicians
regularly when the production needs it.

18.4 kg

Flexible redeployment
Increase quality
Fill the skill gap
Lower your cost
Reduce downtime
Increase productivity

Relieves Worker

Cobot will not be able to totally
replace a human worker, instead the
goal is often to relieve the workers on
repetitive task so that they can
concentrate on the more demanding
work.

Vision & Calibration

Achieving Repeatability with
Modular Cobot Station
Docking onto Workstation

The cobot station is to be docked onto the fixed
workstation when necessary. In order for the cobot to
accuracy place the components on the workstation,
calibration between the two workplanes has to be
performed using a camera and laser sensor mounted
on the cobot arm.

DOCKING

Modular
Cobot
Workplane

Fixed
Workstation
Workplane

Hand-eye Calibration

Cobot (hand) moves the camera (eye) mounted on the arm
and captures the x and y location of the fiducial mark on the
fixed workplane. In addition, a laser sensor measures the z
heights. With these data, we are able to determine the offset
of the workstation workplane against the cobot’s own
workplane.

Repeatability

Specification of the cobot is +/0.1mm. Coupled with the camera’s
0.07mm and the laser’s 0.09mm, the
repeatability value achievable is
0.26mm, which is within the
workpiece’s requirement of 0.3mm.
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Stationary Camera Scenario
Docking Feeder Module onto
Workstation

Unlike the cobot module docking on the workstation,
where the camera on arm is moveable, here for the
feeder module, the camera is stationary. Similarly a
calibration between the cobot plane and the feeder
plane is required for the cobot to pick up the part from
the feeder platform.

Hand-eye Calibration

DOCKING

Fixed
Workstation
Workplane

Feeder
Module

At the cobot plane, the cobot is holding a calibration plate and presenting it to the
stationary camera on the feeder plane. A sequence of images is acquired by the camera
and calculation is performed to determine the relation between the two planes. Once the
calibration is completed, the cobot can then accurately pick up the part from the feeder
and place it on the workstation for processing.

Cobot Plane

Feeder Plane

Flexible Feeder & Vision

Feeding Cobot Small Parts
Using a camera over a flex feeder, small
parts with challenging geometry can be
separated from bulk for cobot to pick up.
The 3D vibration platform communicates
with the camera in searching for parts,
when the camera cannot find a part, the
feeder vibrates to spread the parts
homogeneously and then the camera
retries until successful. A backlit vibration
platform provides illumination for the
camera to locate the parts. While, the
hopper replenishes more parts on to the
feeder.
Hopper
Backlit
Vibration
Platform
Feeder
Station

Vibrates

Pick Up

Cobot End Effector

Customized for Specific
Application
Combining multiple tools, the end effector is capable to pick up parts
with vacuum suction and perform gripping with the electrical gripper.
The camera acts as the eye for the cobot and the torque sensor sense
how much force is being applied.

Cable Chain

Movements in 3-axis
for robotic application

Force Sensor
Camera

Measuring range of
± 300 N

5 megapixels area
scan

Electric Gripper

85mm wide stroke for
parallel gripping

Vacuum Pickup

0.6 MPa operating
pressure

System & IoT

Communications Know-How
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In order to make the machine to work,
there are basically three communication
types between various devices. Ethernet
is used to link the cobot camera, cobot,
IPC and feeder. While i/o is required
between the gripper and cobot, and the
feeder and hopper. As for the feeder
camera, USB3 is used. Lastly, for remote
access, a tablet with wifi is developed to
have some functional control with the
industrial PC. Besides the above
mentioned devices, there are also
various sensors connected to the
system. To help manufacturing to
optimized production output, real time
machine utilization data can be exported
to the manufacturing execution system
(MES) via wifi or ethernet.
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